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Dean’s List 2010/11
The Dean’s List is an honorary title awarded annually to not more than 10% of students with excellent academic achievements.

PHARMACY

Year 1
CHENG Kin Wa 鄭健華
CHEUNG Man Ying 張敏盈
LIU Jing Kien 廖靖乾
WONG Yu Yeung 黃宇洋

Year 2
CHAN Yi Ming 陳伊洺
CHEUNG Wai Tung 張偉桐
CHEUNG Yip Hang 張業恆
FONG Ting San 方定燊
MA Fong Ting 馬芳婷
NG Ka Man 吳嘉敏
WONG Lok Yee Louise 黃樂怡
WU Hiu Lok 胡曉樂
YAU Man Shan 邱文珊

Year 3
CHAU Yiu Hong 鄒耀康
CHEUNG Shuk Yan 張淑欣
HO Cheuk Sang 何卓生
HO Wing Lam 何禎琳
NG Ho Man 吳浩文
SUEN Ka Wai 孫家蕙
WONG Mei Ying 黃鎔瑩

Year 4
CHAN Shuk King 陳淑琼
HUI Jennifer Ka-wing 許嘉穎
LAM Chiu Kwan 林炤君
PANG Ka Wai 彭嘉慧
YUEN Cheng Man 袁靜雯